
Round 10 - Oulton Park



Round 10 of the Dickies British Supersport championship and a wet weekend at Cheshires Oulton Park. 
Conditions were tricky, but I was looking for a good points haul. 

Fridays free practice session was focused on some longer runs and making sure I was comfortable from 
the get go. The heavens opened just after we came in, so we knew FP2 would be wet, and having seen the 
changeable forecast, it was handy to be practicing in both conditions. I ended the session in 4th and felt 
good.



FP2 was really wet. I felt better in the dry than the wet, but my pace is good in both conditions. I ended the 
session P6, with a few things to work if we had any more wet sessions. Qualifying was back to being dry, 
and the bike felt good. We �nished 5th, which gave us a decent starting position for race one.



I made a good start from the 2nd row in race one, getting past 
Rispoli into the �rst corner. He passed me back on lap one, but I felt good on 
the bike and knew I could stay with him. We weren’t that far o� of the leaders for the most 
of the race, but I need to do a bit of work on managing the rear tyre as it starts to go o� a bit towards the 
end of the race. It’s my �rst year on the bike, so its a learning curve and I ended the race in a solid 5th place.



The weather was ever changing at Oulton this weekend, and race 2 was wet. I was a lot more con�dent in the dry, 
but I have done well in the past here in all conditions. I made another good start from 5th, and managed to out drag 
Rispoli into the �rst corner once again. I was able to keep with the front group straight away, and felt good sat in 4th. 
We opened up a 4 second gap to the guys behind, until the safety car came out for an incident on lap 4. This 
bunched the whole group up and left me venerable to Westmoreland behind. After a few laps, he got by me and I 
didn’t really have a great feeling with the rear of the bike, and towards the latter stages I just couldn’t match their 
pace. I ended the race in 5th.



Not the ideal weekend, as we would love to have been challenging for the podium again, but we had two 
5th place �nishes, which is a great points haul and puts me joint 5th in the championship with just four 
races to go. We go to Assen next, which is always a great weekend! A big thank you to my team and 
sponsors as always! 


